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Abstract- Automatic image annotation is the process of assigning
keywords to digital images depending on the content
information. Automatically assigning keywords to images is of
great interest as it allows one to index, retrieve, and understand
large collections of image data. Selection & implementation of
proper feature extraction and weight calculation method plays
important role in image annotation. Many techniques have been
proposed for image annotation in the last decade that gives
reasonable performance on standard datasets. This paper presents
detailed literature about the Automatic Image Annotation and
explains the feature extraction as well as weight calculation
method.
Index Terms- Automatic image annotation, Literature, feature
vector, concept modeling,Saliency.
Fig. 1 General Framework Automatic Image annotation
I. INTRODUCTION

W

ith the prevalence of digital imaging devices such as
digital cameras and mobile phones, a large number of
images are produced everyday. An emerging issue is how to
efficiently and effectively search required image items from a
huge image database. A promising approach is keyword-based
image retrieval that allows the user to search for image items
using keywords, but traditional manual image annotation is both
laborious and subjective. Hence automatic image annotation has
attracted considerable attention. Automatic Image annotation has
been a topic of on-going research and several techniques have
been proposed. [1,2,3,4,7,8,9,10]
Automatic image annotation consists of analyzing the visual
content (colors, textures, shapes) of the images (or the objects
existing in the images) in order to transform it into meaningful
symbolic (or textual) information.. It is used in many
applications domains such as entertainment, commerce
education, biomedicine, military, and web image classification
also saves lot of manual work of human. But AIA is difficult
task because visual content to be analyzed depend on many
factors such as shooting conditions, instances of objects, lighting
condition, resolution of camera , and the background clutters.

State of the art automatic image annotation systems can be
analyzed and grouped from various point of views. The
remainder of paper is organized as follows. Review of the
existing approaches is explain in section II. Proposed method is
explain in III and we conclude our work in section IV.

II. RELATED WORK
A. Image Annotation
In Automatic Image Annotation three main groups are
identified according to learning techniques and the application
domain. classification model, probabilistic model and graph
based models.
a) Classification model: Use discriminative model to
classify images. Annotating images treats as classifying it to
number of predefined groups called concepts or keyword. Since
image is annotated by more than two words . So AIA problem
is also considered as multi classification problem Classifier
calculates the similarity of all trained classes and models
unobserved instance to the class with highest similarity[6,7,9,12].
Both supervised[21,28] and unsupervised learning methods are
used for classification. In supervised classification pre-trained
classes are used whereas in unsupervised clustering used for
classification.
b) Probabilistic model: Generative models are used to
specify joint probability of image region feature and set of
words [13,21,22] word to image relation and word to word
relation are estimated. After estimating words are ranked
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according to probabilities. Probabilistic model are more flexible
in learning process but computational cost of parameter
estimation is more.
c) Graph based model : Various graphical models are used
for finding relation between word to image or word to word
relation.[3,11,27] However time complexity and space
complexity makes it difficult to apply on real word annotation.
Authors Reviewed many supervised learning models such
as probabilistic classifier, artificial neural network, support
vector machine, decision trees ,k-nearest neighbor, majority
voting, bagging, boosting, stacked generalization. Also reviewed
hybrid learning models which based on both clustering and
classification[15].Most of these treat annotation as translation
from image instances to keywords. The translation paradigm is
typically based on some model of image and text co-occurrences.
B. Features
The essential requirement in image retrieval, indexing,
classification is extracting efficient features from images. The
color, texture and shape features are the most widely used visual
features. There are many color spaces used RGB,HSV, LUV etc.
Color feature is extracted from images or regions. Many color
feature can be used such as color moments such as mean,
standard deviation and skewness. Usually they are calculated for
each color channels (components) separately .But all color
information in image is not represented by moments.
The color histogram describes the color distribution of an
image. The color coherence vector (CCV) incorporates spatial
information into the basic color histogram. CCV is preferable
than histrogram.
MPEG-7 also standardizes a number of color features
including dominant color descriptor (DCD), color layout
descriptor (CLD), color structure descriptor (CSD), and scalable
color descriptor (SCD).
Texture is another important image feature.
Many methods have been proposed. In spatial approach,
texture features are extracted by finding the local pixel structures
in original image domain. This method is easy to understand but
sensitive to noise.
In spectral texture feature extraction techniques, an image
is transformed into frequency domain and then feature is
calculated from the transformed image. For images or regions
with sufficient size, spectral texture features best choice.
However, for small images or regions, especially when the
regions are irregular, spatial features desirable.
Shape feature is useful for extracting feature in many
applications. Many region shape descriptors are commonly used
in color image retrieval, including, area, moments, circularity,
and eccentricity. In this work salient regions are consider for
color feature extraction.
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compared with others in image. Eg. a polar bear is salient on
dark rocks, but almost invisible in snow.
Recently, several saliency approaches came up that are
based on computational and mathematical ideas and usually less
biologically motivated. These approaches range from the
computation of entropy[28],[29] over determining features that
best discriminate between a target and a null hypothesis to
learning the optimal feature combination with machine learning
techniques.
In[30] proposed
saliency detection method spectral
residual. Spectral residual is the difference between original log
spectrum and its mean-filtered version. The saliency map is
obtained by applying inverse Fourier transform to the spectral
residual. We compute the color histogram of saliency regions for
the color space RGB..

III.

PROPOSED WORK

A. Automatic Image Annotation
AIA is a process of assigning keywords to digital images
automatically depending on the content information.
More formally, an image I with set of visual features
Vi={V1,V2….Vn} and set of keywords W={w1,w2….wm},find
automatically the keyword subset Wi which describe image I.
B. Concept
A training set S consisting of N images with n feature
vectors. n feature vectors forms a feature matrix and A pair of
similar and dissimilar images(L). The main purpose of this paper
is to investigate the feature selection properties in the image
annotation task. This image pair setting helps us to create a
feature matrix that contains the same groups of features. Thus,
we can directly do feature analysis on this matrix within the same
framework.
Calculate the weight assign to each feature vector by using
feature matrix and L, which is final step of training stage. Weight
vector is used to find relevancy of keyword to the image.
Sufficient training is necessary to have correct annotations to the
image in testing stage.
Feature vector of input image is compared with feature
matrix of the training images. Based on the weights calculated,
most similar images are find out from L. Keywords from L are
getting assigned to test image which are annotations.

C. Saliency
Human eye is perceptually more sensitive to certain colors
and intensities and objects with such features are considered
more salient. Salient regions are most important point in image
which attracts greater attention by visual system than other part
of the image. These regions has distinctive features when
www.ijsrp.org
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images that share enough keywords to be positive training
samples and any pair with no keywords in common to be
negative example. In this work we obtained training samples
from the designated training set of the Corel5K dataset. Image
paires that had at least four common keywords were treated as
positive sample for training and those with no common keywords
were used as negative samples[31].
Weighted least square is an efficient method that makes
good use of small data sets.It also shares the ability to provide
different types of easily interpretable statistical intervals for
estimation , prediction
The most popular loss function to calculate w in this
regression problem is the least square estimate, which is also
named as the minimizer of the residual sum of squared errors and
is given as
w = arg min ||Xw − Y ||22
w∈Rp
This weight is used for testing stage in image annotation

Fig 2.Proposed Architecture

task.

C.

Feature Extraction
[30] Paper argues that the spectrum residuals corresponds
to image saliency. Given an input image, the log spectrum L(f)is
computed from the down-sampled image with height (or width)
equals 64 px. The selection of the input size is related to visual
scale.
If the information contained in the L(f) is obtained
previously,the information required to be processed is:
H(R (f)) = H(L(f))|A(f))

(1)

Where A(f) denotes the general shape of log spectra, which
is given as prior information. R (f) denotes the statistical
singularities that is particular to the input image, define
R (f)
as the spectral residual of an image. The average spectrum A(f)
can be approximated by convoluting image
A(f)= hn(f) * L(f)

(2)

Therefore the spectral residualR(f) can be obtained by:
R(f) = L(f) −hn(f) * L(f)
(3)

Here we are using image pairs instead of one to-the-others
mode, In this image annotation task, we have hundreds of
keywords to model. Each image may have three to five
keywords. Furthermore, different data set can have different sets
of keywords. Thus, it is complicated to model exhaustively such
relations using one-to-the-others mode. Image pair setting does
not need to concern modelling these keywords directly. Instead,
it just models the keyword similarity among images. Thus, it can
easily assign keywords to testing images using existing
annotations from training data.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, detailed literature about various image
annotation algorithms is mentioned. Proper feature extraction and
weight calculation method plays important role in image
annotation. This paper explains the method for the same. These
methods are used as training stage in image annotation task.
Future work is to work for testing stage and to implement this
algorithm and to compare with various algorithms available.

And saliency is obtained by
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